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The development of information industry based on conventional semiconductors 13 

is confronted with a huge barrier since the silicon-chip technology is about to reach 14 

the physical limit. Instead, two-dimensional (2D) materials provide new 15 

opportunities for developing semiconductor applications at atomistic thickness. 16 

However, graphene lacks the energy bandgap (Eg), while other 2D semiconductors 17 

do not possess sufficiently high mobility, fundamentally hindering them from 18 

being the key material for transistor devices. Black phosphorus (BP), as a layered 19 

semiconductor with controllable bandgap and high carrier-mobility, is the most 20 

promising candidate for transistor devices at atomistic thickness1-4. However, 21 

among main 2D-materials, BP is the only one left that wafer-scale growth has not 22 

been realized, greatly hindering its device development. Here we report the wafer-23 

scale growth of ultra-thin BP for the first time via pulsed laser deposition (PLD). 24 

The unique plasma-activated region induced by laser ablation provides highly 25 

desirable conditions for BP-cluster formation and transportation, facilitating the 26 

growth of few-layer BP in centimeter scale5-6. Furthermore, we fabricate BP-based 27 

wafer-scale field-effect-transistor (FET) arrays, yielding appealing hole-mobility 28 

up to 213 and 617 cm2V−1s−1 at 295 and 250 K, respectively. Our results pave the 29 

way for developing BP-based wafer-scale device applications, which is of 30 

significance for future information industry.  31 
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BP, a re-discovered elemental 2D semiconductor, possesses both appealing carrier-32 

mobility and widely tunable bandgap from 0.3 eV in bulk to around 2 eV for monolayer7, 33 

covering the magnitudes of Eg from conventional semiconductors for transistor devices 34 

(e.g. Eg,Si~1.12 eV, Eg,GaAs~1.44 eV). Moreover, BP exhibits various unique properties, 35 

which are valuable for broad applications ranging from nano-electronics and -photonics 36 

to quantum devices and superconductor7-12. Putting them together makes BP an ideal 37 

candidate for 2D applications, which will finally break through development obstacles 38 

and lay the foundation for 2D materials in information industry. Contrary to its 39 

significant application prospects, the controllable wafer-scale growth of few-layer BP 40 

films has been a long-standing major problem since the discovery of BP, and the lack 41 

of solution has greatly hindered its further investigations and practical applications. To 42 

date, the top-down exfoliated BP suffers from its limited scale and irregular shape, 43 

besides which the red-phosphorus-based allotropic-transformation approach cannot 44 

form high-quality films with atomistic thickness11-13. Recently, chemical vapor 45 

deposition (CVD) enabled bottom-up synthesis of BP, but only flakes up to dozens of 46 

micrometers in lateral scale are obtained14,15. This is due to the unique sp3 hybridization 47 

of P atoms in BP, which results in a relatively high surface-energy than the substrate, 48 

hindering the lateral layer-growth of BP6. Besides, the construction of BP phase requires 49 

extreme high-pressure condition, which can hardly be achieved in those vapor-phase 50 

deposition approaches7. Here we report a controlled PLD strategy to synthesize high-51 

quality few-layer BP in wafer scale. In combination with molecular dynamic (MD) 52 

simulations, we show that, instead of conventional heat-assisted evaporation, the 53 
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employment of pulsed-laser can facilitate the formation of large BP-clusters within the 54 

transported physical-vapor, thus significantly reduces the formation energy of BP phase 55 

and enables the wafer-scale growth of few-layer BP5-6. In addition to demonstrations 56 

on the large-area crystalline-homogeneity of the obtained BP, we move forward to 57 

fabricate BP-film-based wafer-scale FET-arrays, exhibiting appealing electrical 58 

performances that are not only comparable to those of previously reported BP in only 59 

micrometer scale, but also highly uniform over entire film in centimeter scale, setting 60 

the crucial stage for BP-based semiconductor integrated-circuits in information industry. 61 

 62 

We achieved the wafer-scale BP growth in an ultrahigh-vacuum chamber by using bulk 63 

mono-crystal BP as source and mica with freshly exfoliated surface as substrate (Fig. 64 

1a, see also Methods and Extended Data Fig. 1). Different reflective color in contrast 65 

to the bare mica can be observed for the as-grown BP films (Fig. 1b), and the uniform 66 

sheen extends over the 1-cm2 surface of mica substrate, signifying great potential for 67 

subsequent wafer-scale device-array fabrications. Additionally, precise control of the 68 

film thickness (i.e. the layer number) is readily achieved via manipulating the number 69 

of laser-pulses during deposition, and a growth rate of ~1.3 Å/s is deduced (Extended 70 

Data Fig. 2). Contributing to the homogeneous distribution and high density of BP 71 

clusters in laser-generated physical-vapor, the growth and merging of monolayered BP 72 

flakes are thermo-dynamically preferred, facilitating the formation of a continuous film 73 

(Fig. 1 c-e and Extended Data Fig. 3). Fig. 1f exhibits the X-ray diffraction (XRD) 74 

results of the obtained film, where three main diffraction peaks of (0 2n 0) can be 75 
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recognized in addition to the patterns of mica substrate. This fingerprint corresponds to 76 

the typical orthorhombic structure of BP crystal16, which further confirms the high 77 

crystallinity of as-prepared large-area BP films.  78 

 79 

The key idea in our process is to make use of the extreme high-temperature and high-80 

pressure conditions within the confined region created by the plasma cloud to fulfill 81 

energetic BP-cluster formation and transportation during the non-equilibrium process 82 

of PLD (Extended Data Fig. 4 and Supplementary Video). To gain theoretical insights 83 

into the growth mechanism, we conducted MD simulations on the formation of BP 84 

clusters. The simulation results show that the temperature and pressure within laser-85 

generated plasma-cloud can reach higher than 103 K and 109 Pa, respectively, which are 86 

highly desirable for BP-clusters formation6,7. Fig. 1 g-h show the radial distribution 87 

functions (RDF) obtained from MD simulations under various laser-fluence. As 88 

indicated by four characteristic peaks of the interatomic interactions in BP structure17,18, 89 

the formation of BP clusters is likely to happen within the high-pressure region created 90 

by low-energy pulsed-laser (Extended Data Fig. 5, see also Methods), thus facilitating 91 

the subsequent growth of BP films. Accordingly, such a laser-activated physical vapor 92 

deposition (PVD) differing from conventional CVD and other PVD techniques has 93 

proved to be a feasible and powerful tool for the growth of wafer-scale few-layer BP 94 

films based on our exploration.  95 

 96 

Owing to the characteristic lattice vibration of BP, the continuity and homogeneity of 97 
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BP films can be verified by Raman mapping, especially the anisotropic features of A2
g 98 

peak13,19,20. Fig. 2 a-b and Extended Data Fig. 6 show the large-area Raman-mapping 99 

investigations on the as-grown BP film, demonstrating high homogeneity of BP-lattice 100 

vibration. We therefore conclude that the BP films obtained by our process have 101 

identical crystal-orientation within large area. As further evidences, polarized Raman 102 

measurements were performed on five randomly selected positions of the sample, 103 

where similar angle-dependent anisotropic features were observed (Extended Data Fig. 104 

6c). Additionally, layer-dependent Raman and photoluminescence (PL) performance 105 

can also be observed (Fig. 2 c-d), while the identical Eg is also verified via PL line-scan 106 

mapping (Fig. 2e), further evidencing the film uniformity and implying the controllable 107 

layer-by-layer growth17,21. 108 

 109 

It is worth noting that surface ripples oriented along similar direction are visible within 110 

large area (Fig. 3a), which have been reported to be highly dependent on the BP-crystal 111 

orientation13, Hence, it is reasonable to speculate that our BP films possess high 112 

crystalline-homogeneity. To further investigate the microscopic crystal-structure, high-113 

resolution transmission electron microscope (HR-TEM) studies were performed. Fig. 114 

3b exhibits the plan-view image of a ~8-layer BP, verifying the highly ordered 115 

arrangement of BP atoms without visible particulate incorporated to the as-grown film. 116 

The corresponding energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) spectrum and 117 

element-mapping image under high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) measurement 118 

were shown in Fig. 3 c-d, from which the elemental purity of as-prepared BP film is 119 
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evidenced and potential contaminations such as oxidized species can be ruled out. Fig. 120 

3e illustrates a detailed HR-TEM image showing typical atomic-arrangement pattern 121 

corresponding to the orthorhombic structure of BP crystal. Lattice spacing of 3.30 and 122 

4.55 Å can be extracted along zigzag and armchair directions, respectively, which 123 

match well with the lattice constants of BP16. The inserted ball-stick schematic 124 

diagrams illustrate the atom arrangement of AB stacking structure of adjacent BP 125 

layers22. The corresponding selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns are 126 

shown in Fig. 3f, from which a typical orthogonal lattice with homologous quadruple 127 

symmetry can be concluded, highly indicative of the crystalline nature of as-prepared 128 

sample. 129 

 130 

The longitudinal interlaminar structure of the obtained BP films with various layer-131 

number was studied by cross-sectional TEM (Fig. 3 g-h), where the well-defined layer 132 

structure can be recognized. We calculated the spacing between neighboring BP-layers 133 

to be ~0.53 nm, which is consistent with the well-accepted BP-lattice spacing of ~0.52-134 

0.56 nm23. Specifically, the unique double-atom-layer characteristic of BP monolayer 135 

can be observed, and distinct stratification of mica substrate and each BP layer can be 136 

recognized via the van der Waals (vdW)- vacuum layers. Further TEM investigations 137 

(Extended Data Fig. 7) suggest that deteriorations may gradually occur on the bottom 138 

BP-layers while the upper BP-layers continue to grow, which should be attributed to 139 

the random deformation and shifting of BP layers happening under high temperature24,25. 140 

Since a relatively high temperature of ~300 ℃ is required for the lateral growth of BP 141 
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films, we adopted a rapid-cooling strategy after deposition to overcome such obstacles 142 

(Extended Data Fig. 1-2), and the obtained large-area few-layer BP films are just 143 

adequate to satisfy further evolution of wafer-scale applications at atomistic thickness. 144 

 145 

FET is the most used device to test electrical performance of semiconductors. 146 

Benefiting from the considerable crystalline-size of as-grown BP, we fabricated FETs 147 

using hard-mask-based electron-beam deposition technology, which allows readily 148 

construction of electric devices to avoid possible contamination or oxidation. As shown 149 

in Fig. 4 a-b, 10-nm-Pd/40-nm-Au multi-layer was used as electrodes. Notably, 150 

palladium was employed as an adhesion layer due to its good electrical conductivity 151 

and decent welding-performance during construction process in activated ionic-liquid, 152 

as well as suitable work-function accompanying the Fermi energy of BP. Fig. 4c shows 153 

the gate-voltage-modulated current-voltage (I-V) output characteristics, from which 154 

linear correlation can be concluded for the Ohmic-contact between electrodes and BP 155 

layers. Further field-effect transfer performance was studied by utilizing ionic liquid as 156 

gate dielectric, from which the typical p-type transferring behaviors with excellent 157 

electrical performances in terms of field-effect hole-mobility (μH) and current-switching 158 

ratio were obtained (Fig. 4d, see more details in Extended Data Fig. 8-9). It is worth 159 

noting that BP samples with the thickness below or above ~5 nm possess different 160 

electrical performance (Fig. 4e). For the samples thinner than 5 nm, a linear 161 

proportional relationship between carrier mobility and film thickness is observed. The 162 

promotion of carrier mobility can be attributed to the narrowed bandgap of ultrathin BP 163 
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layers, in accordance with previous studies on other semiconductors26. Besides, the 164 

scattering and screening effects of impurities in layered materials may also contribute 165 

to this thickness-dependent phenomenon2. In contrast, as the sample thickness exceeds 166 

5 nm, a cliff-like drop of the carrier mobility emerges. Considering that the inhibition 167 

of interlayer coupling is unlikely to produce such a significant effect in ultrathin films, 168 

the decrease of carrier mobility is therefore attributed to the deterioration of crystalline 169 

quality in thicker BP samples, as verified by the observed defects such as dislocation 170 

and grain boundaries under TEM. For current switching ratio, a similar trend is 171 

observed with an inflection point at 5 nm. The downtrend for the films thinner than 5 172 

nm is mainly due to the 2D nature of ultrathin films, that is, the modulation ability of 173 

gate voltage tends to be suppressed usually for thicker layers1. On the other hand, as the 174 

film thickness exceeds 5 nm, the deterioration of crystalline quality starts to affect the 175 

ON-current, causing a steeper slope of the curve. Among all samples, ~5-nm-thick BP 176 

films exhibit optimal performance of field-effect electrical transfer properties, and the 177 

carrier mobility reaches ~617 cm2V-1s-1 at 250 K. The obtained electrical characteristics 178 

are comparable to those exfoliated or CVD-grown BP-based FETs with similar 179 

thickness (Extended Data Fig. 9 and Table 1). Notably, compared with those limited-180 

scale BP flakes in earlier reports, our centimeter-scale BP films exhibit highly uniform 181 

electrical-performance, as indicated by carrier-mobility mapping result from 25 182 

different locations on the wafer (Fig. 4f). This is of high significance in breaking 183 

through the scalable-application obstacles to lay the foundation for BP industrialization 184 

in information industry. 185 
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 186 

In summary, we have presented controllable and rapid PLD process to directly 187 

synthesize few-layered BP in centimeter-scale with high crystalline-quality and 188 

homogeneity. Combined with MD simulations, the growth mechanism of forming BP 189 

layer is understood. We have investigated the crystal phase, crystalline quality, layered 190 

structure, and energy bandgap of as-prepared large-area BP films. Followed by the 191 

success of growing large-area BP, we further fabricated few-layer BP FETs. The wafer-192 

scale-grown BP device-array exhibits appealing electrical characteristics in terms of 193 

carrier mobility and current switching ratio, which are comparable even exceeding to 194 

those of previously reported exfoliated or chemically grown BP flakes with similar 195 

thickness but much smaller scale (Extended Data Table 1). Hence, this report is the first 196 

time to demonstrate large-area growth of few-layer BP whose size is significantly 197 

increased from dozens of micrometers available to centimeter. It is worth noting that 198 

PLD enjoys attractive features beneficial to wafer-scale device fabrications including 199 

well-controllable thickness, stoichiometry growth, fast growth-rate, and high 200 

compatibility with making multi-layered heterostructure simply via rotating multiple 201 

targets without breaking vacuum. In contrast to much smaller sized BP flakes fabricated 202 

by other approaches, our work opens up the possibility of developing BP-based wafer-203 

scale electronic and optoelectronic devices, especially scalable integrated device-array 204 

and information system.  205 
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 270 

Fig. 1 Wafer-scale growth of few-layer BP films. a, Schematic of controlled PLD 271 

process for few-layer BP film fabrication. b, Photographs of bare mica substrate (I) and 272 

as-deposited centimeter-scale BP films with different thickness (II-V), respectively. c, 273 

atomic force microscope (AFM) image showing the topography of monolayer BP flakes 274 

synthesized with a few laser pulses. The monolayer thickness is indicated by the 275 

inserted height profile. d, AFM images indicating the thicknesses of a bilayer BP film. 276 

e, Electron back scatter (EBS) image of a tri-layer BP film on mica substrate showing 277 

the uniformity and continuity surpassing millimeter scale. f, XRD spectrum of as-278 

synthesized BP. Peaks corresponding to typical orthorhombic structure of BP are 279 

dominant. g, RDF curves extracted from MD simulation with varying laser fluence. 280 

Four characteristic peaks (I-IV) are responsible for the fingerprints of BP allotrope, 281 

which renders the distinction between different phosphorus allotropes. The flat peak 282 

centered at ~4.15 Å represents vdW-interaction between P atoms without chemical. 283 

Differentiation and imitating of the broad peaks centered at ~3.40 Å are shown in h.   284 
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 285 

Fig. 2. Large-area homogeneity of centimeter-scale few-layer BP films. a, b, Raman 286 

mapping images on integrated intensity of BP A2
g peak over two 60×60-µm regions of 287 

lower-left and upper-right area in optical micrograph image (Extended Data Fig. 6a), 288 

respectively. The signal-blank zones appear in the upper-right corner of a and the lower-289 

left corner of b are caused by the same scratches. c, Raman spectra of few-layer BP. A 290 

slight left-shift is observed with increasing layer-number. For bilayer BP, the peak 291 

emerges next to A2
g band can be traced back to the infrared active B2u mode, further 292 

evidencing the bilayer nature of this sample21. d, PL spectra of few-layer BP films, 293 

indicating the layer-dependent property of intrinsic bandgap. e, PL line-scan mapping 294 

study performed on the selected nine distanced points belonging to two intersecting 295 

lines on top of a 3-layer BP film. Inset shows nine investigated positions on the wafer, 296 

and the pink dashed-line indicates the boundary between deposited BP-film and bare 297 

mica-substrate.   298 
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 299 

Fig. 3. Atomistic features of few-layer BP films. a, SEM image showing the surface 300 

morphology of BP film. Ripples in similar direction can be observed. b, Plan-view HR-301 

TEM image of an 8-layer BP film. Defect-free atomic structure can be recognized. High 302 

elemental purity can be recognized via the related EDX spectrum in c and HAADF 303 

element-mapping image in d. e, Detailed HR-TEM image of BP lattice. The extracted 304 

lattice parameters match well with those of bulk BP single-crystal, and an orthorhombic 305 

symmetry with AB stacking mode can also be recognized, as illustrated by the inserted 306 

ball-stick schematics. Red and blue balls indicate the upper and lower BP layers within 307 

a bilayer BP structure, respectively. f, The corresponding SAED patterns. Crystalline 308 

features are demonstrated with zone-axis along [010] direction. g, h, Cross-sectional 309 

TEM images of BP films with various layer-number. The inset shows the corresponding 310 

atomic structure of BP layers, which possesses unique puckered structure with a double 311 

atomic layer within one BP layer.  312 
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 313 

Fig. 4. Electrical performance of centimeter-scale few-layer BP. a, Schematic of 314 

arrayed top-gated FETs based on centimeter-scale few-layer BP grown on mica 315 

substrate. b shows the cross-section view of a single FET. c, A collection of Id–Vds 316 

curves for a FET based on 5-nm BP ultrathin film under different gate voltage. d, 317 

Transfer characteristics of the FETs based on 2-nm, 5-nm and 10-nm BP ultrathin films 318 

in linear scale at 250 K. The inset shows the same results in logarithmic scale. e, Field-319 

effect mobility and switching ratio resulted from the FETs as a function of BP-film 320 

thickness based on d and further repetitive experiments. f, 3D color map of carrier 321 

mobility extracted from 25 FETs on the same BP sample, showing high uniform device 322 

performance. The optical image of arrayed devices on top of the BP sample with 1×1 323 

cm2 area is included in the figure. 324 
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Methods  325 

Growth of wafer-scale few-layer BP films 326 

Firstly, surface stripping was carried out on mica substrate before it was mounted in the 327 

growth chamber, which guarantees a fresh and spotless substrate surface for the 328 

subsequent BP deposition. Afterwards, the source (BP single crystal, SMART-329 

ELEMENTS) and substrate were placed face to face in the chamber, with a separation 330 

distance of ~36 mm. The chamber was then pumped to an ultrahigh vacuum level of 331 

~1.6×10-9 Torr, and the mica substrate was heated up to 300 ℃. Upon the KrF excimer 332 

pulsed laser (λ = 248 nm) with a repetition rate of 5 Hz and a laser fluence of 1.2 J/cm2, 333 

plasma plume containing large BP clusters was generated from the target. The physical 334 

vapor containing ablated clusters was then transmitted towards the surface of mica 335 

substrate and few-layer BP film was formed under controlled substrate temperature. 336 

The mica substrates were kept rotating during the growing process to achieve uniform 337 

deposition, while the BP source was fixed to maintain the uniformity and stability of 338 

plasma plume. After the deposition, the temperature of as-synthesized BP films was 339 

immediately and rapidly decreased down to RT by venting dry N2 gas into the growth 340 

chamber and moving the sample holder away from heater. To prove the effectiveness 341 

of the rapid-cooling approach, a comparison of cooling rates between natural and rapid 342 

cooling was experimentally performed, as exhibited in Extended Data Fig. 1, where the 343 

cooling rate is significantly promoted for rapid-cooling strategy. In order to avoid 344 

degradation of as-prepared few-layer BP films, transferring samples for subsequent 345 

studies was implemented using sealed containers filled with protection gas. 346 
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 347 

Bulk black phosphorus (BP) single crystal was used as the source material for the 348 

deposition to inhibit the ejection of heterogeneous large particles or droplets, which 349 

renders the formation of BP films with well-defined morphology. This laser-ablated 350 

ejecting model has been demonstrated for a wide variety of source materials in previous 351 

studies on laser ablation processing, especially those substances that can hardly form 352 

dense and uniform targets27,28. Regarding the substrate for the deposition, freshly 353 

exfoliated mica was used to facilitate epitaxial growth of BP film. Recently, mica 354 

substrate has been considered as a promising candidate for the vdW-epitaxial growth of 355 

two-dimensional (2D) materials. Owing to the 2D nature of mica, its freshly exfoliated 356 

surface possesses satisfactory atomic planeness and surface inertness, allowing a low 357 

migration barrier energy (Em) for 2D material growth29-33.  358 

 359 

Growth of monolayer MoS2 triangle 360 

MoS2 nanosheets of fine triangular shape were synthesized by CVD method. A powder 361 

mixture of 10 mg MoO3 and 5 mg NaCl in a quartz boat was placed in the center of the 362 

quartz tube. 20 mg of sulfur powder was placed on the upstream of the furnace at 180 °C. 363 

Prior to crystal growth, the quartz tube was vacuumed below 6 Pa and flushed with Ar 364 

carrier gas. The furnace was then heated to the growing temperature (750 °C) with a 365 

ramp rate of 15 °C min−1 and held for 10 min before cooling down to RT naturally. Ar 366 

carrying gas with a flow rate of 60 sccm was used to facilitate crystal growth.  367 

 368 
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Model settings of MD simulations  369 

MD simulation was performed using Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel 370 

Simulator (LAMMPS) to simulate the laser influence during PLD process. 4-layer BP 371 

with lateral dimension of 100Å × 100Å was modelled. Periodic boundary conditions 372 

were imposed along the in-plane x- and y-directions to eliminate the edge effect, and a 373 

200 Å vacuum layer was applied along the out-of-plane z-direction. The Stillinger-374 

Weber (SW) potential was implemented in the simulations to define the intra-layer P-P 375 

bonds. The parametrization of SW potential for phosphorene was based on ab initio 376 

valence force field (VFF) model by Jiang et al34. For the interlayer interactions between 377 

adjacent BP layers, the 12-6 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential was employed by: 378 

𝑉(𝑟) = 4𝜖 [(
𝜎

𝑟
)
12

− (
𝜎

𝑟
)
6

]                       (1) 379 

where r is the separation between two particles. The energy constant 𝜖 and distance 380 

constant 𝜎 are obtained from the universal force field35, where 𝜖 = 0.0132 eV and 𝜎 381 

= 3.695 Å. The cutoff distance for the LJ potential is set as 15 Å.  382 

 383 

During the simulation, a time step of 0.5 fs was used to integrate the equations of motion. 384 

The initial configuration first undergoes energy minimization at 0 K with the conjugate 385 

gradient method. System equilibration was then carried out at 300 K with Nose-Hoover 386 

thermostats to release internal stresses in BP structure. Upon equilibration, the system 387 

was switched to micro-canonical (using NVE simulation, where N, V, and E refer to the 388 

number of particles, the volume, and the total energy, respectively) ensemble with 389 

constant volume and energy. To simulate the effect of laser heating, a constant heat 390 
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fluence was added to the surface BP-layers, while the position of the bottom BP-layers 391 

was fixed. With the effect of laser acting, the ablated phosphorus segments were 392 

extracted for BP-cluster formation.  393 

 394 

During the formation process, the simulation box was reset to fixed boundary 395 

conditions along all directions. To simulate dynamic bond creation, a harmonic bond 396 

potential was defined according to the VFF model36. The bond-stretching and angle-397 

bending potentials are can be described by: 398 

𝑉𝑟 =
1

2
𝐾𝑟(𝑟 − 𝑟0)

2                         (2) 399 

𝑉𝜃 =
1

2
𝐾𝜃𝑟1𝑟2(𝜃 − 𝜃0)

2                     (3) 400 

where 𝐾𝑟 and 𝐾𝜃 are valence force constants; 𝑟0 and 𝜃0 are equilibrium bond and 401 

angle, respectively. Accordingly, we used 𝑟0 = 2.224 Å and 𝐾𝑟 = 7.578 eV/Å2 for 402 

bonds, 𝜃0 = 96.359° and 𝐾𝜃 = 0.818 eV/Å2 for Angle I (zigzag), and 𝜃0 = 102.090° 403 

and 𝐾𝜃  = 0.710 eV/Å2 for Angle II (armchair), respectively, in our simulations36. 404 

Notably, here we assume all the bonds in BP structure have the same length and 405 

stretching parameters. The LJ potential was adopted to define the vdW force among all 406 

the phosphorus atoms. To guarantee the ablated segments reaching steady state, the 407 

system was equilibrated before data collection. OVITO package was used to visualize 408 

and analyse the atomistic simulation data. The RDF was obtained by averaging multiple 409 

measurements in the steady state. 410 

 411 

Output analysis of MD simulations 412 
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In consistence with the experiments, five typical laser-fluence conditions (0.8, 1.2, 2.0, 413 

2.8 and 3.8 J/cm2) were used to investigate the atomic structure evolution under laser 414 

heating through MD simulation. From the output results (Extended Data Fig. 5), it can 415 

be recognized that the formation of large phosphorus clusters only occurs under 416 

relatively low laser-energy. Both 0.8 and 1.2 J/cm2 laser fluences render the formation 417 

of phosphorus clusters back to BP clusters, verified by the characteristic puckered 418 

structure of BP. At a laser fluence of 0.8 J/cm2, however, the amount of ablated 419 

phosphorus is essentially small, which is not applicable for large-scale film growth. At 420 

a laser fluence of 1.2 J/cm2, many of the ablated phosphorus segments retain the unique 421 

structure of BP, thus yielding considerable amounts of phosphorus clusters with BP 422 

characteristics. Under this condition, larger BP clusters exhibit dense and uniform 423 

distribution in the plasma cloud, rendering the formation of large-scale BP films after 424 

a vapor-phase transmission process. It is worth noting that after simulations on the laser 425 

action and cluster evolution, the simulation system presents high-temperature and high-426 

pressure state of more than 103 K and 109 Pa, respectively, which are highly desirable 427 

for BP-clusters formation. Notably, due to the size of simulation box, we can only study 428 

the molecular dynamics evolution within a small region, though the actual situation 429 

should be able to produce higher temperature and pressure in the plasma region. As the 430 

laser fluence increases to higher levels, the ablated P ions fail to order themselves into 431 

BP structures due to the excessively high kinetic energy. The amount of resulting BP-432 

like clusters dramatically decreased, while the discretely scattered P ions can be 433 

observed. As the laser fluence further increases to 3.8 J/cm2, the energy of the system 434 
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is extremely high, and the ions oscillated dramatically. Therefore, the plasma mainly 435 

consists of highly disordered P ions in random distribution and barely any cluster can 436 

be observed. 437 

 438 

To further validate the molecular dynamic process, the RDF, g(r) was investigated for 439 

structural characterization. RDF describes the probability of finding an atom as a 440 

function of distance from the reference atom17. Typically, the sharp peaks represent 441 

fixed distances characterizing the crystalline nature of the material while smooth 442 

features represent disordered or amorphous state of the material. Fig. 1g in the main 443 

text depicts the RDF curves extracted from MD simulation processes with varying laser 444 

fluence, from which five characteristic peaks can be recognized as fingerprints to verify 445 

the formation of BP clusters. The first peak I centered at ~2.23 Å represents the covalent 446 

bonding distance between adjacent P atoms, which corresponds to the nearest neighbor 447 

(e.g.,1-2, 2-4) in BP structure18. This peak is a two-body interaction and can be observed 448 

for all laser conditions, indicting a certain trend of evolution towards BP clusters. In 449 

contrast, another peak centered at ~3.40 Å is only observed under lower-laser-fluence 450 

conditions. This broad peak contains information about three characteristic distances, 451 

II, III and IV, indicating the three-atom zigzag, four-atom armchair, and three-atom 452 

armchair features of BP, respectively18. They are responsible for the fingerprints of BP 453 

allotrope involving characteristic many-body terms, which renders the distinction 454 

between different phosphorus allotropes. The absence of these three characteristics 455 

under high laser-energy conditions implies that the formation of BP clusters is irrupted. 456 
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The flat peak centered at ~4.15 Å represents the van der Waals interaction between P 457 

atoms without chemical bonding17,18. This peak increases dramatically under high laser-458 

energy conditions, indicating considerable amount of free P atoms in the system. 459 

Interestingly, the radial distribution after 10 Å exhibits a higher intensity with higher 460 

energy conditions, further evidencing the random distribution and highly disordered of 461 

P ions caused by higher laser-energy. 462 

 463 

To further validate the characteristic fingerprints of BP structure, the broad peak 464 

centered at ~3.40 Å was differentiated and imitated into three individual peaks, II, III, 465 

and IV, representing the second neighbor (e.g.,1-3, 5-7; d_2 ≈ 3.31 Å), third neighbor 466 

(e.g., 2-6, 2-8; d_3 ≈ 3.45 Å), and fourth neighbor (e.g., 2-5, 4-6; d_4 ≈ 3.53 Å), 467 

respectively (see Fig. 1h in the main text). These characteristic peaks can be explained 468 

by the VFF model for BP structure18. The second and fourth neighbors are related to 469 

three-body interactions which involve Angle I (zigzag) and Angle II (armchair), 470 

respectively (see Equation No. 2). The third neighbor is related to four-body interaction, 471 

which contains a sequence of four atoms with a full armchair structure (e.g. 2-4-5-6). 472 

To characterize the formation of BP-like clusters, the peak intensities of two-body 473 

interaction and many-body interaction for zigzag and armchair configurations were 474 

extracted. As shown in Extended Data Fig. 5f, all the RDF peaks have highest 475 

proportions at 1.2 J/cm2, especially for peaks related to the unique many-body 476 

interactions in BP structure. It means that the ratio of BP-like clusters reaches maximum 477 

under this laser fluence, which is consistent with our experimental findings. 478 
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Accordingly, one can conclude that a laser fluence of ~1.2 J/cm is optimal for BP 479 

synthesis in our PLD process. 480 

 481 

Material characterization methods 482 

Raman investigations were carried out by a high-resolution confocal µ-Raman system 483 

(Horiba, HR 800) equipped with 488-nm laser source (spot size: 1 μm). To preserve the 484 

crystalline structure of BP samples, the laser power through a × 100 objective was 485 

controlled at a low level of ~1 μW. The thickness and surface morphology of few-layer 486 

BP films were studied by a commercial atomic force microscope (Asylum Research 487 

MFP-3D). PL measurement was conducted by an FLS920P Edinburgh Analytical 488 

Instrument apparatus equipped with 808-nm diode laser (MDL-808 nm) as an excitation 489 

source. The crystal structure of as-prepared sample was characterized by X-ray 490 

diffraction (Rigaku smart lab 9 kW, Japan) with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å). BSE 491 

and SEM images were obtained from Tescan VEGA3 Scanning Electron Microscope, 492 

with the electron-voltage controlled at 5 kV. The micro-structures and chemical 493 

compositions of as-prepared BP films were investigated by field-emission scanning 494 

transmission electron microscopy (FE-STEM, JEOL Model JEM-2100F) equipped 495 

with an energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, using 100-kV accelerating voltage and 496 

0.3-s exposure time. Specimens for HR-TEM measurements were prepared by 497 

polystyrene (PS)-mediated transfer approach with ethanol-assisted lift-off. Specimens 498 

for cross-section TEM measurements were obtained by applying focused ion-beam 499 

(FIB, JEOL JIB-4500) milling and lift-off technique. All the obtained samples were 500 
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transferred onto copper grids for TEM characterization. 501 

 502 

Device fabrication methods 503 

Followed by the deposition and the rapid-cooling process, mica-based few-layer BP 504 

films were covered with hard-mask templates (made of highly purified molybdenum) 505 

with designed patterns and transferred into the electron-beam deposition (EBD, Denton 506 

Vacuum E-beam Explorer System) chamber with dry N2 protection. Then, 10-nm-507 

Pd/40-nm-Au metal contact multilayer was deposited on the top of BP films to form the 508 

source, drain, and gate electrodes. The growth rates of Pd and Au layers were carefully 509 

controlled at 0.2 and 0.7 Å/s, respectively, to avoid potential damage on the surface of 510 

BP layers. Typically, the channel length (Lch) of the obtained FETs is 40 μm, while the 511 

channel width (Wch) is 400 μm. Prior to the measurement, one droplet of ionic liquid 512 

(IL, using DEME-TFSI, Sigma Aldrich 727679) was carefully positioned on the top of 513 

the construction using a micro-manipulator under optical microscope, covering source, 514 

drain and gate electrodes. After dehydration, an IL gate-dielectric layer was formed by 515 

self-assembly, yielding a top-gated FET.  516 

 517 

Device characterization methods 518 

After fabrication, the devices were then cooled down to 250 K and hold for a few 519 

minutes in vacuum of 6×10-7 Torr before being characterized, so as to freeze water in 520 

the ionic liquid. Although the applied voltage is relatively low in our experiment, this 521 

designed low-temperature test can further exclude the possibility of water electrolysis 522 
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during the measurement, which may cause degradation of intrinsic electrical properties 523 

of BP. Device characterization was carried out at 250 K by using Keithley 4200 524 

Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer equipped with a probe station connected with 525 

vacuum chamber, liquid-helium cryogenic test platform, micro-manipulator with 5-μm 526 

tips, and optical microscope. Additionally, because the semiconductor devices are 527 

usually operated at RT in real applications, we also make a further step to study the RT 528 

performance of our BP-based FETs (Extended Data Fig. 9 a-b). Since the theoretical 529 

electrolytic voltage of water is around 1.5 V (greater than 2.1 V if heat balance is 530 

considered), the performance of our devices was verified within a voltage range less 531 

than this critical value, that is, the voltage that ensures the water is not ionized. The 532 

characterization was conducted in dark environment to prevent ambient light influence 533 

on the measured electrical properties of BP. 534 

 535 

Capacitance-density determination of ionic-liquid  536 

To guarantee the accuracy and reliability of electrical performance measurements, 537 

relatively stable and conventional MoS2 nanosheets were employed for comparison. 538 

Analogues to the structure of BP-based top-gated FETs, we constructed this MoS2-539 

based device using chemical vapor deposition (CVD)- grown triangular MoS2 samples 540 

on 300 nm SiO2/Si substrates. Extended Data Fig. 8 shows the determination process 541 

of capacitance density of the ionic liquid droplet. As shown in Extended Data Fig. 8a, 542 

the underlying silicon layer acts as back-gate electrode of the FET by using 300-nm 543 

SiO2 as the dielectric, while the Pd/Au electrodes deposited on top of the MoS2 act as 544 
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the source, drain and top gate by using ionic-liquid that dropping on top of these three 545 

electrodes as the dielectric. When drain voltage (Vds) and top-gate voltage (Vtg) are 546 

applied on the FET, the transfer characteristic curve can be obtained (Extended Data 547 

Fig. 8b). Extended Data Fig. 8c exhibits the evolution of the FET output curve when 548 

back-gate voltage (Vbg) is applied, in which the most affected parameter is the threshold 549 

voltage (Vth) in Ids-Vtg curves. As Vbg gradually increases from 0 to 30 V, the 550 

corresponding Vth systematically shifts to the negative Vtg position, while the slope of 551 

the Ids-Vtg curves within the linear work-region remains nearly constant. The estimation 552 

of the capacitance of ion-liquid (Ctg-IL) is based on the change of ΔVth in response to the 553 

variation of ΔVbg:  554 

𝐶𝑡𝑔−𝐼𝐿/𝐶𝑏𝑔 = ∆𝑉𝑏𝑔/∆𝑉𝑡ℎ                       (4) 555 

where Cbg = 1.2 × 10-8 F/cm2 is the capacitance-per-unit-area of the SiO2 (back-gate 556 

dielectric), and ΔVbg/ΔVth = 120 is extracted through linear fitting (see Extended Data 557 

Fig. 8d). Accordingly, the capacitance of the ion-liquid droplet per unit area is estimated 558 

to be Ctg-IL ∼ 1.44 × 10-6 F/cm2 (Extended Reference No. 37).  559 

 560 

Calculation of the field-effect mobility 561 

The field-effect carrier mobility (μFE) of the large-scale few-layer BP films can be 562 

extracted from transport characteristic curves of the top-gated FETs: 563 

                       𝜇𝐹𝐸 =
𝐿

𝑊𝐶𝑡𝑔−𝐼𝐿𝑉𝑑𝑠

𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑉
                         (5) 564 

where L is the channel length (40 μm), W is the channel width (400 μm), Ctg-IL is the 565 

capacitance density of ionic liquid (1.44 × 10-6 F/cm2), Vds is the applied drain voltage, 566 
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and dI/dV is the field-gating efficiency obtained by matching the slope of the curve 567 

within the linear work-region. Due to the fixed dosage of ionic liquid employed in the 568 

device fabrication, the contributing capacitance density used for mobility calculation 569 

can be considered as a constant37.  570 
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